Our speciality are all kind of copper cored electrodes for spark plugs. Our electrodes have very good quality and wide range of different dimensions. In our production program we have all diameters and lengths and we also offer copper cored electrodes made of two different materials of Nickel cover.

Technology of isostatic pressing allows us to produce high quality insulators for spark plugs. We offer all kind of insulators, with or without glaze, with or without mark of the spark plug type, according to customers request. Material is high quality ceramic 95% Al2O3.
A - COPPER CORED CENTRAL ELECTRODE

B - COPPER CORED SIDE ELECTRODE

Beside central copper cored electrodes we also offer side copper cored electrodes. Material of those electrodes is same as material for central copper cored electrodes. Here on drawing is given one type of side copper cored electrodes. We can also make other types, according to customer’s request.
C – PLATINUM CENTRAL ELECTRODES

For spark plugs that have long life term, we have copper cored electrode with platinum component. Platinum on electrodes provide to spark plug producers long term product which they can offer on market. On drawings you can see some types of platinum electrodes. We can also make other types, according to customer’s request.